
Dante’s Purgatorio: Suggestions for Reading 
 

There’s absolutely no need, before attending this course, to read anything whatsoever! If, however, you do feel like doing some reading, here are a few 

suggestions. 

 

Purgatorio (‘Purgatory’) forms the second part of ‘The Divine Comedy’, which is the name traditionally given to the Commedia, Dante’s vast tripartite epic 

poem describing an imaginative journey through Hell, Purgatory and Heaven. There are numerous English translations of the whole poem, and the focus here 

will be on reliable versions which are fairly recent and/or relatively easy to find. The translation by Jean and Robert Hollander has been much praised for its 

fidelity and readability. It can be purchased as three books (https://www.amazon.co.uk/Inferno-Dante/dp/0385496982),* containing voluminous and 

enormously valuable notes, but the translation itself is available free (without the notes) on the PDP and Dante Online websites mentioned below (though it’s 

hard to copy and paste into another file). The translation by Robin Kirkpatrick (https://www.amazon.co.uk/Divine-Comedy-Purgatorio-Paradiso-

Classics/dp/0141197498) is also highly acclaimed, but much less literal; it was published by Penguin in 2012 and is available in the Robinson Library at 

851.1. At least three other modern English translations can also be recommended, namely those by Mark Musa (a highly readable, fairly literal version 

available as three separate volumes [851.1 and Store] or in a single volume also containing his version of the Vita Nuova: 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Portable-Dante-Penguin-Classics/dp/0142437549); by Robert Durling (https://www.amazon.co.uk/Divine-Comedy-Dante-

Alighieri-Inferno/dp/0195087445), a prose version in three volumes with useful notes; and by J. G. Nichols (https://www.amazon.co.uk/Divine-Comedy-

Alma-Classics/dp/1847492460). 

 

Clive James’s recent version of the Comedy (https://www.amazon.co.uk/Divine-Comedy-Clive-James/dp/1447244222) deserves a mention on its own. It 

extends Dante’s text by a third, by the unusual tactic of incorporating the information normally presented in notes in the poem itself. This and other liberties 

(e.g. an overuse of voguish slang) prevent it from earning a general recommendation, but it’s hugely zestful and inspiring, and frequently very eloquent. 

 

Two easy-to-find older versions also warrant mention. Dorothy L. Sayers’ famous version (https://www.amazon.co.uk/Comedy-Dante-Alighieri-Hell-

Classics/dp/0140440062; https://www.amazon.com/Divine-Comedy-Part-Purgatory-Classics/dp/0140440461; https://www.amazon.com/Divine-Comedy-

Part-Paradise-Classics/dp/0140441050; all 851.1) comes in three volumes with the Paradiso completed by Barbara Reynolds. Hugely ambitious in its attempt 

to mirror Dante’s terza rima, it reads rather ponderously now (the antithesis of Clive James!), but has valuable notes. John D. Sinclair’s three-volume OUP 

translation (https://www.amazon.co.uk/Divine-Comedy-Purgatorio-Alighieri-Purgatorio/dp/0195004132; 851.1 and Store) is in prose with only scant notes, 

but gives the Italian text on facing pages and thereby provides a really useful means of getting a feeling for the language and shape of Dante’s medieval 

Italian original. 

 

You might like to investigate also the three major Dante ‘metasites’, websites which between them offer a huge range of resources (all of them free) to 

readers of Dante, including full texts and English translations of the Comedy and indeed of all Dante’s works. These are: 

 

Princeton Dante Project  http://etcweb.princeton.edu/dante/index.html 

Digital Dante Project  http://digitaldante.columbia.edu/ 
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Dante Online   http://www.danteonline.it/english/home_ita.asp 

 

As mentioned above, the PDP site offers the acclaimed Hollander & Hollander translation of the Comedy. The Dante Online site also provides this, along 

with a serviceable version by Allen Mandelbaum. The DDP site has the Mandelbaum translation too (in a form that’s easy to copy), alongside the much older 

translation by Longfellow. 

 

As well as texts and translations, the three sites offer abundant additional resources. For example, the Princeton site offers a searchable text of Paget 

Toynbee’s celebrated Dante Dictionary as well as a brief biography and a number of very useful maps, charts and diagrams; the Digital Dante Project site 

provides a brief biography and chronology (plus a fascinating guide to the sestina, a verse form that Dante used once or twice in imitation of its probable 

inventor, the troubadour Arnaut Daniel); and the Dante Online site (the website of the Società Dantesca Italiana, Italy’s leading Dante society based in 

Florence) offers a comprehensive biography and a presentation of Dante’s socio-political views in the form of a mock ‘interview’ with the poet. 

 

It’s customary, in discussing any major literary or artistic figure, to speak of biographical, social or historical ‘background’. It can’t be stressed enough that in 

Dante’s case, so-called ‘background’ is actually foreground! In particular, Dante’s complex, highly-charged relationship with his native Florence forms a – 

perhaps the – major foundation of his writing. If you’d like to read a little about the history of Florence during and before Dante’s time, you might find the 

first seven sections of this website useful: http://www.yourwaytoflorence.com/db/storia/chp7.htm In addition, page 2 of this site (plus some of the hyperlinks 

it contains) – http://www.historyworld.net/wrldhis/PlainTextHistories.asp?groupid=2693&HistoryID=ac52&gtrack=pthc – offers a useful overview of wider 

Italian and European history, including of the so-called Holy Roman Empire whose tense political struggles with the Papacy came to engage the mature Dante 

so powerfully. 

 

Finally, if you’d like to read a book about Dante, one book stands out above others as brilliantly weaving discussion of the poet’s life, society and writings 

into one seamless whole, Prue Shaw’s Reading Dante: From Here to Eternity (https://www.amazon.co.uk/Reading-Dante-Eternity-Prue-

Shaw/dp/0871407426; 851.1). By way of a briefer introduction, Peter Hainsworth and David Robey’s Dante: A Very Short Introduction 

(https://www.amazon.co.uk/d/cka/Dante-Very-Short-Introduction-Introductions/0199684774) is also highly engaging and informative. 

 

 

* All websites accessed 12.1.2017. (Some of the Amazon URLs may need to be copied into your browser.) 
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